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Real-time data is all around us













Recommendations Addictive TikTok

Ads Annoying or not, at least less so with real-time relevance

Personalization Mind reading in 2023, or at least it feels like it

Fraud Detection Alerting us of our suspect train ticket purchases in foreign 
countries 
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You can find me in Bytewax 
slack, or in Santa Cruz → send 
me a LinkedIn and we can grab 
a coffee. 
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Today’s Agenda

Understanding real-time data

Introduction to streaming data

The hard parts of streaming

How Bytewax makes the hard parts easier 🙂 



What is Real-Time?

<1second

t
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In the world of data real-time means:

➔ The data is available for use as soon as it is generated
➔ The data is processed immediately

➔ The data is made available to the consumer post-processing 

And this entire process happens in a real-time low latency 
manner



So then what is Streaming Data?



Stream

Stream 
Processor

Batch

Batch Processing
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https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1u27Ly5fBEGDfXdgUUv2JDkBBUWcDELzL#scrollTo=L8PDWL9A6dUW


This seems easy, why do I need a stream processor?

● But what if our input had many different keys?

● Or if we needed a time based window?

● Or we needed to join multiple inputs together?

● Or if our machine died and we lost track of where we were in the stream or what our 
current average was for all of our keys?

● Or we needed to scale things up, and now we need to make sure the right data goes 
to the right process so our calculations are correct.



Python native API Performant Rust engine

Stateful stream processor:  
windowing, aggregations 
and connectors

DevOps light with 
deployment and 
observability (platform only)

Scalable and cloud-native Production ready with 
disaster recovery included

Open Source Python Stream Processing 
Bytewax
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Or we needed to scale things up, and now we need to make sure the right data goes to 
the right process so our calculations are correct.



Give us a ⭐ 


